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Abstract 
In Chapter 2 of his book Partition Problems in Topology, Stevo Todorcevic constructs a 
compact S-space using an unbounded family in Ww of size N, and remarks in Chapter 6 that 
a modification of the construction yields a first countable Dowker space of size Et,. In this 
paper we present the construction. 
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A Dowker space is a normal space whose product with the closed unit interval 
[0, l] is not normal. Only one real (i.e., not requiring any set theoretic assumptions 
beyond ZFC) Dowker space is known. This example due to Rudin is quite large, of 
size and weight K,,. First countable Dowker spaces of size N, have been con- 
structed under a variety of assumptions including CH and the interested reader is 
refered to Rudin’s survey article [3] for more on these spaces. Here we present a 
construction from a Lusin set of a first countable, locally countable Dowker space 
of size K,. Lusin sets have been used in conjunction with other axioms to construct 
small Dowker spaces, however this is the only known construction from a Lusin set 
alone. The example is essentially due to Todorcevic; working out the details and 
proving some related facts constitute the author’s contribution. 
Our notation and terminology are standard. For f, g E~W we say f G* g (g 
eventually dominates f> iff {n: f(n) > g(n)] is finite. The minimal cardinality of an 
unbounded family in cww, G* > is denoted by 6. 
We assume throughout that b = wr and fix sets & c”2 and 9cww such that 9 
is unbounded and well ordered in type or under the eventual dominance order. 
We use 9 to define a topology on w X& which is not countably metacompact. 
Under the additional assumption that d is a Lusin set, the space is normal. 
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Fix (f,: CY < wr} G~W unbounded under <* such that CY <p implies that 
f, <* fP. Also fix & = (a,. * LY < ol} ~“2. A subset of wr is said to be stationary if it 
intersects every closed unbounded subset of wr. Throughout we say that B cd is 
stationary if its set of indices, {a: a, E B), is stationary in w,. 
Fix e:[~~~r]~+w s.t. 
(a) (V’a<w,)[e,=e( , a>:a+w is l-l]. 
(b) (VCI < w,)[{e, r a: p < wll is countable]. 
To see how to get such an e, fix a special Aronszajn tree T, and let c : T -+ w be a 
specializing function (i.e., so that for each II, c-‘(n) is an antichain). For each 
(Y < wr fix t, E Lev,T and let e(a, p) = c(tp r a>. Then (a) is satisfied since c is a 
specializing function while (b) is satisfied since T is Aronszajn. 
For f, g EGO let A(f, g) = min(n: f(n) f g(n)}. 
Definition 1. For up E& let Hap) = (a, E&: cy <P, e(a, P) <f#(a,, a,)) and 
HJap) = (g E H(uo): g r i = up r il. 
Notice that II is either finite or a sequence convergent to up. For MEOW let 
U,(f) = {g: g r n =fr n} so that (U,(f): II < w) is a local base at f. 
We define a topology p on w XSS? by inductively defining topologies p,, on 
(n + 1) XS? s.t. pn 1 n XJY = P~_~. We do this by defining a local base (J$n, a): i 
< w} at (n, a) E (n + 1) XS’ satisfying the following induction hypotheses. 
(c) yGr, a) !G {(n, u)I u Iz x ui(u), 
(d) (Vh)(Vk G n)(Vj < k)[(k, h) E I/;(n, a) + (j, h) E V$z, a)], 
(e) (V(k, h) E y(n, u))(3n,)[o X Un, n V$z, f) = Vn,(k, h)l. 
Suppose p,, for IZ <m have been defined. Fix a E&. Since H(u) is discrete, for 
g E H(u), fix YES minimal satisfying the existential of clause (e) and so that 
(f) (U,Jg): g E H(u)) is a separation of H(u) and a 6 Ung(g) for every g E H(u). 
Notice that if g E H,(u), then ng > i. Otherwise a E Un$g) contradicts (f). 
Let 
K(m, a> = {(m, a)) U U {K,(m - 1, g): g’K(u)}. 
As Hi(u) c U,(u) and for g E H,(u), ng > i implies that Un, c U,(u), it follows that 
I/;:(m, a) L I(m, a)) U n X U,(a). 
For (d) note first that for each n <m, (n, a) E I/;(m, a). Suppose n <m and 
(n,h) E v(rn, a>, then 
(38 E4(a))[(n, h) E l/n,(m - 1, g)]. 
Therefore if (j, h) E K<m, a> for some j < n, by the induction hypothesis, (j, h) P 
Vn$m - 1, g). So there is a g’ E Hi(u) such that g’ # g and (j, h) E Vn,,. But then 
h E Q, n Un,, contradicting (f). 
Finally, the IZ~ of the construction fulfills the requirement (e). 
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Notice that the choice of nR for g E H(a) is the same for each step of the 
construction. Therefore we also have 
(g) (VU, b EA)(V~ < n <m < w)(Vk < w>[(i, b) E I/k(n, a> iff (i + m -n, b) E 
VJm, aI. 
Claim 2. (w x&, p) is T2. 
Proof. Let (n, a), (m, b) E w Xd. 
Case 1: a #b. There are basic open U and I/ separating f and g. Therefore 
{(n, a)} u II x U and {cm, b)) u m x I/ separate (n, a> and (m, b). 
Case 2: a = b. It suffices to show that V,(n, a> (7 V,(m, a> = fl whenever n f m. 
Suppose n <m and (i, h) E V&z, a), then by (g), (i + m -n, h) E VO(m, a> so by 
cd), (i, h) @ VJm, a>. 0 
Claim 3. For each i, II E w and a EJX’, y(n, a) is p-closed. 
Proof. Fix h # a such that (m, h) tZ y(n, a>. (If h = a then V&z, a) n Y(fl, a) = fl 
by Case 2 of the previous claim.) 
If (k, h) E V$Z, a) for some k <n, then by (e) there is an nh such that 
V,h(k, h) c I/l(n, a), and 
(w x Un,) n I/l(n, a) = YJk, h). 
Therefore as I/,h(m, h) co x U,,(h) and by Case 2 of the previous claim, we have 
V,h(m, h) n vi( n, a) c LQm, h) n (w x Qh(h) n I/;(n, a)) 
= I/n,(m, h) n I/nh(k, h) = d. 
Otherwise we let 
G _i= (gEH(a): A(h, a) =A(g, a)}. 
In general, for 1 <j < n we let 
Gj= U {kEH(g): ‘(h, g> =A(k> g)). 
g=G,+, 
Finally we let G = IJ j <.Gj\(h). Then G is a finite set, so there is an N such that 
U,(h) n G = @. Let V= (m x 1) x U,(h). So suppose that (j, b) E l/n Y(n, a> for 
SOme j < n. We trace how (j, b) is an element of y(n, a). There are 
bj, bj+i,..., b,_, such that 
b=b,&f(b,+J,..., b,EH(b,+,),...,b,~,EH(a). 
Recall in the definition of the y(n, a> we defined ng for each g E H(a) such that 
vo(n, a) = {(n, a)) U U Un,(n - 1, 8). 
gEH(n,a) 
As b,p, EH(a), we fix nb,_,. 
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Similarly, for each k such that j < k <n we have nb, where VJk + 1, b,,,) = 
I# + 1, bk+lN u U g ~H~gk+,&bk, g>. Notice that 
Qb,(bj) G K,+,(bj+l> c . . . c Unb,_l(bn-~). 
Since (Vj 6 k < n>[(U,Jg): g E H(b,)) is a separation of H(b,)] and as H(b,) is a 
sequence convergent o b,, we have (Vj < k < n)[nb, > A(b,, b,_ ,)I (where we let 
g, = a). 
Now as bj E U,(h), U,(h) n Unb,_l(bn-l) = @. So nb,_, > A(b,_,, a) and N > 
A(h, a> together imply that A(b,_,, a> =A(h, a). Therefore b,_, E G,_,. Similarly 
by induction downward (Vk, j < k < n)[A(b,, b,,,) = A(h, b,)l which implies that 
b, E G,. 
In particular bj E Gj contradicting that U,(h) n G = @. 0 
Therefore (_QZ, p) is T2 and zero-dimensional but unfortunately it is not normal. 
In fact there are two closed sets, one of which is countable, which can’t be 
separated. So we refine the topology once more declaring w X (a + 1) closed for 
each (Y < wi. Then clearly this new topology is still T, and zero-dimensional. 
We may assume w.1.o.g. that for each Euclidean interval U, 
(h) if & n U # @, then JZ? n U is stationary in A?. 
This can be done by removing a nonstationary set from &. We will use the 
following repeatedly (see [4, Lemma 2.13). 
Lemma 4. (tlB E [&lm)(VX~ [MP’L) [ifXccl(B) (= the Euclidean closure ofB), 
then {x E X: H(x) n B is infinite) is uncountabZe]. 
Lemma 5. Suppose XC&‘. Let V’be p-open such that {n} XX z V, then (Vi < n)[((i) 
X Xl\ V is nonstationary]. 
Proof. By induction down from n it suffices to prove this for i = n - 1. Suppose 
YE [Xl”] such that {n - 1) x Yn I/= @. For y E Y if H(y) n Y is unbounded in y 
(i.e., if y=x, then I@: xp EH(y) n Y} is unbounded in w,), then (n, y> 
E(ninwhichcaseYnV#@. 
Therefore for each y E Y, fix f(y) E & such that H(y) is bounded below y by 
f(y). If Y is stationary, then by the pressing down lemma there is a stationary 
Y’ c Y and a c EM such that (t/y E Y’)[H(y) n Y < cl. Fix D c Y’ countable such 
that D > c and cl(D) 2 Y’. Then by Lemma 4, 3y E Y such that H(y) n D is 
infinite. Contradiction. 0 
Proposition 6. (w x d, p) is not countably metacompact. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, if U, is open containing (w - n) XS' then (IO} X&f') n U, is 
club in &. In particular (7 n < ,U, # @. q 
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To prove that the space is normal we assume that _@’ is a Lusin subset of the 
real line. Later we will show that this assumption is in some sense necessary. For a 
subset X of w X&f we let X,, = {x EM: (n, x> EX). We need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 7. Suppose H and K are disjoint closed subsets of w x d. If _w’ is a Lusin set 
then for each n < w, 
1 {h E H,, : for each Euclidean clopen U with h E U, 
(Zlm<w)[ IUnK, I =N,]}I =x0. 
Proof. Call the above set HL. If HL is uncountable then there is a I/ Euclidean 
clopen and m < w such that both H,, and K, are K,-dense in V. 
Clearly the following lemma will complete the proof. 
Lemma 8. Given Van interval, B CA such that B is x,-dense in V, then for each 
n < w, {a E@ ~7 V: (a, n> $Z B X {O}) is nonstationary. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
n = 1: Suppose not, then 3s G& f’ V stationary such that for each a E S, 
H(a) n B is bounded below a. By the pressing down lemma there is a stationary 
S’cS and a bEB such that 
(i) for each a ES’, H(a) n B <b. 
As B is N,-dense in V, there is a countable B’ c B above b such that S’ c cl(B’). 
But then Lemma 4 contradicts (i). 
For the induction step, notice that if B, = {a EJZZ: (a, n) E BxIOj} is costa- 
tionary then it is Xi-dense in V. If not, then there is an interval V’ & V such that 
JZ? n V’ is nonstationary. Since & n V’ is nonempty this contradicts our assump- 
tions (h) on &. •I . 
Proposition 9. (0 X.22, p> is normal. 
Proof. Fix H and K, disjoint closed subsets of o X_d. By Lemma 7 for each n < o, 
HL and KI, are countable. Therefore there is a countable cover %n of H,\HL 
consisting of Euclidean clopen sets such that (Vn, m < w)(ktU~ %~/,)[Un K, is 
countable]. Similarly V, covers K, \ Kk. Therefore 
(vm) Kk = U U (U n K,: U E FY~,) is countable 
[ n<6J 1 
and 
(Ym) HL = U (J { Vn H,: VE T} is countable . [ lZ<W 1 
Therefore there exists d E& such that 
U (K;uK&uH;uH;)<*d. 
m<0J 
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Let ~azd = {U E&: a Ed}. Then H n (d\dd) X o and K f~ (ti\tid) Xo can be 
seperated by U, and V, L w X@, where 
u,= u (oxlJ\wxdd: uE%n}, 
n<6J 
v,= u (oxv\wxdh: VEK}. 
n<o 
And H ndd X w and K n w XsZd are countable closed subsets, hence can be 
separated by U,, VI G w Xdd. Then H c U, U U, and Kc V, U VI and <U,, u U,> cl 
W,UVJ=~. 
This leaves open the question as to whether _u’ can be constructed from b = wr 
so that the space (o XL.%‘, p> is normal. Assuming there exists a Sierpifiski set of 
size K,, the space is never normal. 0 
Lemma 10. If 3B &&’ stationary and closed nowhere dense in &, then (o Xd, p) is 
not normal. 
Proof. Let _& \B = U n <,U, where each U, is a Euclidean clopen subset of M. 
Hence U, is a stationary subset of ~2. 
Let K, = m. Let K, = U n .,,{ n} x U,. Then K, and K, are closed and 
can’t be separated. To see this suppose V is p-open such that K, G I/. Then by 
Lemma 5, for each n, {a: (0, a) E ((01 X Un>\V} is nonstationary. Therefore V(O) 
= {a EAT: (0, a) E V} is RI-dense in &. Clearly then { 1) X B f3 V( 0) # @. To see 
this last fact suppose it fails. Then for each (Y such that a, E B there is a 0, < LY 
such that H(a,) n V(O) is below up,. 
By the pressing down lemma, there is a stationary S c B and a p such that 
p, = p for each (Y with a, E S. But there is a countable D G V(O) above ap such 
that S G cl(D). So by Lemma 4 there is an a, E S such that H(a,) n D is infinite. 
Contradiction. 0 
The following is a classic result of Rothberger [l]. 
Lemma 11. If the reals can’t be covered by K, measure zero sets, then every set of 
reals of size N, is of first category. 
Proof. Let “2 = MU N be a partition such that It4 is first category and N is null. 
Let Xc”2 be of size K,. Then UxtX x + N is not a cover. Fix r such that for each 
x EX, r E x + N. Therefore, for each x EX, r %?Ax + M. Therefore X z r -M, so 
X is of first category. 0 
Proposition 12. If the reals can’t be covered by Et, measure zero sets (and b = wr), 
then for each AY C’2 of size K,, (o x d, p) is not normal. 
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Proof. Let & = {a a: (Y < wt} be a subset of “2. cl(&) is homeomorphic to “2. So, 
by Lemma 11, _GS’ is covered by countably many sets each closed nowhere dense in 
cl(_~Z), hence each is closed nowhere dense relative to ~2. One of them must be 
stationary. By Lemma 10, (w X&?, p> is not normal. 0 
Note that in the model obtained by adding > K, random reals over a model of 
CH, the reals are not covered by N, measure zero sets and, therefore, the 
hypothesis of Proposition 12 is satisfied. 
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